General Assembly - 16th Session  
UNHQ, N.Y., 23 February 1962  
UN 35mm composite negative

1 ms  Podium (General noises in background) at 27 feet - President Mongi Slim (Tunisia) raps gavel and announces in French election results of Commission to Ruanda-Urundi

2 ms  President Slim announces (in French) election of Member States to Ruanda-Urundi Special Commission - Elected are: Togo, Iran, Liberia, Haiti and Morocco

3 ms  President Slim pays tribute to Mr. Andrew Cordier in French - Pan to applauding Delegates

4 ms  President Mongi Slim (Tunisia) adjourns General Assembly - 16th Session - Everyone shakes hands at rostrum - Mr. Adlai Stevenson (USA) comes to rostrum and shakes hands with Mr. Cordier
5 mls Pan General Assembly - Vacated rostrum - Delegates leaving Hall.

Sound: A/PV 1106